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Elastic model

of Structural Biology 168 (2009)

FIG. 3. Height of the energy barrier Ẽ barrier!E barrier / ) % as a
419–425
function of reduced tension in the low tension regime ˜! $1, at the
value of w̃ where the transition from partial wrapping to full envelopment occurs. The inset illustrates the shape of the function
Ẽ(z)
S2062
and defines the concomitant energy barrier ( ˜! !0.5 in this example*.

FIG. 4. Hysteresis loop of crossing the envelopment transition
by changing the adhesion energy w̃ for the particular tension ˜!
!1. At w̃!4 binding sets in, at w̃"6.1 the fully enveloped state
becomes stable. However, only at w̃"7.5 does the huge energy
barrier of 66k BT separating it from the partially wrapped state vanish. On the unbinding branch the system again remains metastable
beyond the actual transition, the stable partially wrapped branch of
low bindings is entirelylocal
skipped and ‘‘replaced’’ by a metastable
normal
partially wrapped branch below w̃!4, featuring large values of z.
At w̃"2.7 the energy barrier for unbinding vanishes. The unstable
branch is indicated by the fine dashed back-bending curve and corresponds to the maximum in Ẽ(z).

of a = 6 ± 1 nm was calculated from several slices using an autoMembrane
encapsulation
of particle
matic procedure
(see Section 2).
At first sight, !20k
the BT,observation
highly
curved
one finds ˜! "0.22 of
and from
that E barrier
"22k BT.necks seems
This barrier is too large to be overcome by thermal fluctuasurprising
deserves
a few
comments.
Inen-a continuum
tions
alone
#41$. However,
upon increasing
the adhesion
ΔErather
= EBending
- Eand
Binding
ergy w̃ and
thereby going
deeper into thewith
region of
endescription, the elastic
energy
associated
a full
given
conforma- arc length s
2
velopment,
the
energy
barrier
separating
the
partially
and
the
EBending
2kb A /fully
Rbilayer
≃ 300kT
tion of a=tensionless
is decreases,
shownultimately
in Eq.vanishing
(1) (Leibler,
2004) a catenoid #44$.
approaching
wrapped state
at the

M Deserno

This fact is very convenient
because knowledge of the exact energy of the enveloped
spinodal line ‘‘S1 ’’ #42$. Conversely, once the colloid is fully
! wrapped,
"2 same Zenergy barrier prevents the unwrapping state greatly simplifies the discussion of the structural tranZ
1
1 transition,
1 the
1
sitions. This will be further exploited in Sec. IV. As an imand
one
has to
decrease the value of w̃ further in
dS
E ¼ kb dS
þ
þ
k
ð1Þ
g
mediate consequence, it becomes possible to estimate the
’’
order
to
remove
this
barrier—see
the
second
spinodal
‘‘S
2
2
R1 R2
R1 R2
point of envelopment by comparing the known energy of the
in Fig. 2. Cycling across the envelopment transition E thus
fully
enveloped
statecolloid
not with
thepartially
partially
state
but to a membrane with
Figure
1. A spherical
adheres
andwrapped
cylindrically
symmetric
gives rise to hysteresis, as is illustrated for the particular case
degree with
of penetration
z = state,
1 − cosnamely,
α. Due to the
possibility
ofgives
overhangs,
simply
the
free
E!0.
This
the the profile is described
˜
!
!1
in
Fig.
4,
for
which
the
energy
barrier
is
E
with R1 and
local curvature radii. The integrals
barrier extend over
Binding
a R2 the"66k
by specifying
the angle
with respect
to the horizontal
as aFig.
function
of arc length s.
boundary
w̃!4#2
˜! ψ
, which
is also
plotted in
2 and
BT using the same system properties as above. Interthe whole surface estingly,
of the
The elastic
constants
kb and kg
thisliposome.
pronounced hysteresis
entirely skips
the partially wrapped region upon unbinding.
havingBoth
their nucleoprotein
capsid wrapped by the plasma membrane (or some other membrane
are the bending and
Gaussian rigidity, respectively.
have the
Both w̃ and ˜! are proportional to a 2 ; therefore, a scan of
of the secretory pathway). This not only sets them free, they also acquire their final coating.
the particle radius
at fixed values
of %, !, and
w yields
lines
dimension of an energy.
For aDOPC
bilayers,
the
bending
is case is provided by Semliki forest virus, which utilizes viral
A particularlyrigidity
well studied model
in the'20
phase diagram which pass through the origin. A careful
(‘spike’-)
proteins to mediate binding between capsid and membrane [4–8].
10 of the
J at
roomboundary
temperature
typically kb % 8 & study
envelopment
E then reveals(Pan
that foret al., 2008).
Many
other realizations of such adhesion and wrapping events exist. Boussif et al [9]
2is more
! "1.37
particlesdifficult
will not become
fully enveloped,
irre- it
The Gaussian
to measure
since
is related
b rigidity
aw/
recently
proposed
an efficient gene transfection system, in which DNA is complexed by the
spective of their size, while for w/ ! &2 all sufficiently large
cationic
branched
polymer
polyethylenimine into a globular complex, which then enters the
are enveloped. In the
in between, the second
to the topology ofparticles
the membrane:
in small
fact,region
integrating
cell
by
an
adhesion
driven
invagination process. Moreover, many biophysical experiments
1.37"w/ ! '2, particles are only enveloped if they are neicontribution over ther
any
closed
surface
yields
to
a
constant
value
require
the
adhesion
of
microbeads
to cells. For instance, cell tension is routinely probed
too small nor too large. The asymptotic envelopment
by
measuring
the
force
necessary
to
pull a thin membrane tether [10]; and the centripetal
condition
for small
with the boundary
which
so that
thisa coincides
contribution
is notatmembrane
related
to the
lo-for cell locomotion,
4 k (Leibler, 2004)
2
motion,
relevant
is visualized by imaging adhering marker
!
2= g
wrapping sets in, which is a! 2 % /w or w/ ! !2((/a)
b of
a the liposome.
beads
[11].
These
are
actually
engulfed
by
the
cell
without involvement of the endocytosis
cal shape
According
to
the
above
expression,
one
#14,15$. At the onset of the possibility of full envelopment,
radius provided the membrane tension is low enough [12].
w/ ! !1.37, the first particles to be enveloped have amachinery,
would naively expect
the highly curved region seenThison
Fig.
3A–C
paper
presents
a theoretical study of the generic features of such processes, in which
a!4.4(. Figure 5 summarizes these results.
M.
Deserno:
Phys.
2004,
69, 031903
adhesion
of
a
colloid
to
a fluid
membrane
results
in aaRev.
nontrivial
binding
The main
,
vanishes
not
only
The
energy
of
the
free
membrane,
E
to give rise to a large bending energy. Indeed,
since the FIG.
a radius
5. Influence
of the particle
radius
on the E
wrapping
be-balance.
free
the Helfrich
Hamiltonian
[13],
which
thus
identifies
the
stage
for
all
that
follows
in the limit z→0 but also in the full-wrapping limitingredient
z→2. ishavior.
Sufficiently large particles will always at least partially
of the membrane edge
is of the
order
the neck
neck
both
assize,
the regime
in which
elasticity
theory isonly
applicable.
This is reminiscent
of the
case ofof
an ideal
connecting
wrap.
Incurvathecontinuum
range 1.37"w/
! '2 particles
become enveloped
two vesicles
#43$ and relies
on the membrane
shape locally
if they are neither too small nor too large.
ture radii should lead
to equally
important
contributions.
However,

E

=k A

Membrane under tension
encapsulation to finite size vesicle

For sphere:
ΔE = 4π(2k - k R )

Endocytosis
thermodynamic condition:
p
R 2k / k
=> larger particle smaller binding
is necessary

2. Definition of the model
R. Lipowsky;
Dobereiner:
the point is that
the two H.-G.
curvatures
actually contribute
031903-6 with an
1998, 43
(2),bending
219-225energy
2.1. Relevant
and energetics
opposite sign toEurophys.
the meanLett.
curvature.
The
ofvariables
the neck
The the
purpose
of this paper is to study the local deformation of a fluid membrane occurring
is therefore vanishingly small, scaling linearly with
membrane
after
binding
to
a spherical colloid. The situation 29th
is fully February
specified by the
following variables
Robert
Vácha
Nanoparticles
2012
7
edge radius (Fourcade et al., 1994). Cellular uptake of
(see figure 1): the membrane is characterized by a bending stiffness κ [13], zero spontaneous
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Elastic model
Silica nanoparticles - cryo-electron tomography
422

O. Le Bihan et al. / Journal of Structural Biology 168 (2009) 419–425

of a = 6 ± 1 nm was calculated from several slices using an automatic procedure (see Section 2).
At first sight, the observation of highly curved necks seems
rather surprising and deserves a few comments. In a continuum
description, the elastic energy associated with a given conformation of a tensionless bilayer is shown in Eq. (1) (Leibler, 2004)

Silica nanoparticles internalization in
DOPC vesicles:

Fig. 3. Mechanism of an engulfed SNP into a liposome. (A–C) Cryo-ET of SNP engaged in the internalization process. Isosurfaces of segmented tomogram showing the overall
! particle
"2
Z engulfed
Z
architecture of the partially
1
1
1 (yellow) into the
1 large liposome (blue) and small liposomes present within the liposome in red (A). The SLB is clearly visible
around the silicaEparticle.
on two tomographic 0.73 nm-thick slices (B,C). (D–F) Isosurfaces of a
dS vesicle boundaries (black arrows) depicted
¼ kb NotedSthe open
þ area formed
þ kg by the
ð1Þ
2 the fully Rinternalized
R2 SNP (yellow),Rthe
1
1 R2inner liposome in red (D). SLB is visible around SNP on two 2.5 nm extracted slices distant from 10 nm (E, F).
double liposome showing
(G) Scheme describing the internalization in three steps: step 1: the vesicle spreading, step 2: Almost complete engulfing and step 3: Fully internalized particle. Scale bar
with R1 and R2 the local curvature radii. The integrals extend over
50 nm.

- no need for two phases
- small particles remained bound to the
surface no internalization

the whole surface of the liposome. The elastic constants kb and kg
are the bending and Gaussian rigidity, respectively. Both have the
dimension of an energy. For DOPC bilayers, the bending rigidity is
typically kb % 8 & 10'20 J at room temperature (Pan et al., 2008).
The Gaussian rigidity is more difficult to measure since it is related
to the topology of the membrane: in fact, integrating the second
contribution over any closed surface yields to a constant value
4pkg (Leibler, 2004) so that this contribution is not related to the local shape of the liposome. According to the above expression, one
would naively expect the highly curved region seen on Fig. 3A–C
to give rise to a large bending energy. Indeed, since the a radius
of the membrane edge is of the order of the neck size, both curvature radii should lead to equally important contributions. However,
the point is that the two curvatures actually contribute with an
opposite sign to the mean curvature. The bending energy of the neck
is therefore vanishingly small, scaling linearly with the membrane
edge radius (Fourcade et al., 1994).
3.3. Influence of the size of nanoparticle

Fig. 4. Influence of SNP diameter on the engulfing process. The engulfing process has been studied for various SNP sizes. SNPs with a diameter of 190 nm (A), 65 nm (B) and
As previously
mentioned,
the
size influenced
the engulfing
30 nm (C, D) respectively
are internalized
as evidenced
bySNP
the presence
of SLB surrounding
SNP surface (black arrows). (E, F) 15 nm SNPs remain attached to the outer surface
of the liposomes.
Scale bar(Figs.
50 nm.1 and 2). For a more complete study, SNPs with varprocess

O. Le Bihan; P. Bonnafous; L. Marak; T. Bickel; S. Trépout; S.
ious diameters
(from F.
15 to
190Haas;
nm) were H.
mixed
DOPC liposomes
Mornet;
De
Talbot;
J.-C. Taveau; O. Lambert: J.
(Fig. 4). The transmigration process was observed with 190 nm
Struct.
2009,
168,
419–425
SNPs engulfed
into Biology
large vesicles (Fig.
4A). For
larger
SNPs, cryo-

of w and therefore of the critical radius. However, the various conin the range of 10–15 nm, corresponding to an adhesive strength w
TEM observation was less suitable due to ice thickness leading to
tributions to the adhesion energy are not easily evaluated. We can
of a few mJ/m2 (or erg/cm2) – a value comparable to usual interfaa lack of contrast. To study the engulfing process for small SNPs,
cial energies (Israelachvili, 1992).
still estimate w from the experimental data (Fig. 4) leading to a Rc
we used maghemite silica core–shell particles providing a contrast
higher than pure silica particles, which was very convenient for
very small particles. SNPs with diameter of 65 and 30 nm were enFig. 2. Internalization of SNPs into LUVs. (A) Cryo-EM field showing SNPs entrapped
trapped into liposomes as well, as evidenced with the SLB surwithin DOPC vesicles (white arrows). (B, C) Typical high magnification images of
rounding the particles (Fig. 4B–D). However, SNPs with a
liposomes containing engulfed SNPs appearing as dense grainy spheres that are
diameter of about 15–20 nm remained bound to the outer surface
covered by a SLB (black arrows). SNPs covered only with a nanoSLB are also visible
(asterisk). (D) In the presence of a liposome made of two lipid membranes, SNP is
of the liposome. Moreover, they did not exhibit at their periphery
wrapped by only the outer lipid membrane triggering SNP internalization. The inner
typical densities corresponding to SLB. Although SNPs interacted
liposome is not involved in this process. (E) Scheme of SNP internalized into LUV.
with DOPC lipid membranes in the same way as the larger ones,
Tuesday, February 21, 12
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Spherocylinder
For spherocylinder:
EBinding = ka A
= ka (4πR2+2πRL)
EBending = kb (8π+πL/R)
ΔE = 4π(2kb - kaR2) +
+ πL(kb/R - 2kaR)
For R2 > kb/2ka the longer
the spherocylinder the
better

Vacha, R.; MartinezVeracoechea, F.J.; Frenkel, D.:
Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 5391–5395
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Shape

Vacha, R.; Martinez-Veracoechea, F.J.; Frenkel, D.:
Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 5391–5395
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Sharp edges

Vacha, R.; Martinez-Veracoechea, F.J.; Frenkel, D.:
Nano Lett. 2011, 11, 5391–5395
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Release
clei and large aggregates.
In the microsome fraction
70%-80%
of the virus activity and the lysosomal
enzyme activity were retained within vesicles, or associated with membranes,
as judged by the fact that
they pelleted during a 20 min, 100,000
x g centrifugation (see “Pellet”
in Table 2). These values corresponded closely with other determinations
of latency
where 0.1% Triton X-l 00, added to the P-N-acetylglucosaminidase
assay, increased the activity fivefold.
The distribution
of 35S-methionine
activity after 15,
30, 60, and 120 min of internalization
of SFV at 37’C
is shown in Figure 7. At 15 min the intracellular
viruses

Penetration of Semliki
Forest Virus from Acidic
Prelysosomal Vacuoles
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Figure 5. Properties
?i-SFV
In Vitro

of BHK-21-Derived

Lysosomal

Degradation

of

A crudeMarsh;
lysosomal fraction
was prepared as A.
described
in the ExperM.
E. Bolzau;
Helenius:
imental Procedures,
and the lysosomal
contents were released by
freezing 1983,
and thawing. 32,
Inset: 931-940
aliquots of the lysosome fraction were
Cell

Principles of Molecular Virology 4th Ed Alan J. Cann

Robert Vácha
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incubated with 35S-SFV in 50 mM MES buffer containing 2 mM Ca2+
and 2 mM Mg*+, adjusted to the indicated pH with HCI. After 2 hr at
37°C the samples were precipitated
with 0°C 20% TCA, and the
acid-soluble
activity was determined.
The TCA-soluble
activity at pH
4.5 represents
30% of the total SFV activity per sample and 35% of
the acid-soluble
activity released by proteinase
K (0.5 mg/ml, pH
7.0). The temperature
sensitivity
of lysosomal
degradation
of SFV
was assayed by incubating aliquots of the lysosome fraction with 35SSFV in MES buffer (pH 4.8) for 2 hr at the indicated temperatures
and measuring the acid-soluble
activity as described above. The TCAsoluble activity at 37°C represents
22% of total SFV activity per
sample and 40% of the acid-soluble
activity released by proteinase
K (0.5 mg/ml, pH 7.0).

Table 2. Fractionation

of BHK-21

Cells

29th February 2012
35Methionine

Activity

13
(cpm X 1 Om5)

z
Figure
SFV

Aliquo
at 37
precipi
soluble

P
(%

Release of nanoparticle
After receptor-ligand
mediated
endocytosis
At t = 54000 ligand
receptor binding
strength change
from -5 kT to 0 kT
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Release of spherocylinder
After receptor-ligand
mediated
endocytosis
At t = 160000 ligand
receptor binding
strength change
from -5 kT to 0 kT
kinetically slower
than sphere
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Release of small sphere
Line tension of exposed membrane edge: 6 - 10 pN
Bending energy of sphere => release of disk up to
12nm (upper bound)

E. Evans, W. Rawicz, Phys. Rev. Lett. 1990,
64, 2094.;; R. Kwok, E. Evans, Biophys. J.
1981, 35, 637.;;W. Rawicz, K. C. Olbrich, T.
McIntosh, D. Needham, E. Evans,Biophys.
J. 2000, 79, 328.

Particle of diameter 9.7 nm = release in both disc and vesicle
Discs of diameter 9 to 20 nm found in coexistence with vesicles
H. Noguchi and G. Gomper, JCP 2006, 125, 164908
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Non-deformable sphere

Non-deformable
sphere does not get
released encapsulating
vesicle is in
equilibrium geometry
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Summary
- Endocytosis uptake and release is possible without ATP spontaneous thermodynamic process
- Larger particles need smaller attraction for endocytosis
- Spehrocylindrical shape is more effective than sphere
- Sharp edges prevent the uptake
- Deformability aids release
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Previous DPD simulation
M. Venturoli
et al. / Physics
Reports
437 (2006)
– 54 nanoscopic particles
084703-5
Designing
synthetic
vesicles
that1engulf

J. Chem. Phys. 127, 084703 !2007"
084703-9 Two
Designing
synthetic vesicles
that engulf nanoscopic pa
Homogeneous
membrane
phase
system
9

oetz and Lipowsky [74] for amphiphilic molecules with one or two hydrophobic tails. Hydrophilic beads are
obic ones in black. Reused with permission from Rüdiger Goetz and Reinhard Lipowsky [74]. Copyright 1998,

- NVT DPD simulations
- two types of lipids =>
65–67]. In general, an iterative procedure is used by comparing the RDFs of the atomistic
ions, using tabulated
potentials for the coarse-grained
model, until convergence is reached.
homogeneous
membrane,
s of the coarse-grained model match those of the atomistic simulations. Lyubartsev [68]
truct a implicitmembrane
solvent model for lipids and
lipid bilayers.
with
raftCoarse-grained lipids are formed
ng of two beads to which two tails of four beads each are attached. The effective pairwise

erived from atomistic simulations of DMPC in water using the inverse MC procedure. The
icitly taken into account in the effective potentials. Four bead types were considered, for the
ol and carbon groups in the lipid tails. Harmonic springs were used between beads linked
g potentials were neglected. Spontaneous self-assembly of these model lipids into bilayers
by using both MC and MD, with MD being more efficient. Density profiles in the bilayer
agreement with the ones from atomistic simulations. This was not to be a priori expected,
ials were derived using a dilute system of lipids in water and not a fully formed bilayer.

=>encapsulation of
membrane under tension
agrees with elastic model

s

FIG. 4. !Color online" Cross-section images of equilibrium membrane wrapping around particle at various values of adhesion energy eadh and excess
!a"–!c" are for
Aexcess = 0.08
and the
images
!d"– is explicitly treated.
areamodels
Aexcess. Images
the membrane
coarse-grain
for phospholipid
molecules
where
solvent
!f" are for Aexcess
= 0.87.two
The main
adhesion
energy
eadh = 0is for
!a" and !d"by
eadhthe ‘bead-and-spring’
can distinguish
between
types.
Oneis type
constituted
# 11.9kBT / rc for !b" and !e" and eadh # 14.2kBT / rc for !c" and !f".
5. types
!Colorare
online" Time sequence showing a cross sectionFIG.
of the10.
mem!Color online# Time sequence of membrane neck structure during
at describing the system with as few bead types as possible; in general, twoFIG.
bead
brane “eyelid” which wraps the particle for eadh # 14.2kBT / fission
rc. Image
!d"
!cross-section
view#. These images correspond to those in Fig. 9. See
(hydrophilic) or hydrophobic. The beads interact with one another via effective
potentials,
shows the fully wrapped particle that remains attached to the the
membrane.
caption of that figure for further details.

=> endocytosis requires two
phase system

ent the
trueofnature
underlying atomistic interactions. Electrostatic interactions are not
ticle
radiusofRthe
p = 12rc and an adhesion energy in the range
K.A.
D. TJasnow;
A.C.byBalazs:
J. like
Chem.
Phys.
2007, 127, 084703
ning the nonbonded
interactions,
can
Lennard–Jones
potentials,
of
2 Smith;
2 be represented
of 0k T / rc ! eadh ! 14.2kthey
B / rc and allow the system to
These lipidB models
have many points
in common with the earlier models developed
to
study
pletely covered and a small membrane neck exists near the
equilibrate. The total number of beads in the system !includparticle is fully wrapped. However, the final state of the syses and surfactant monolayers [69–73]. It is worth mentioning that, despite unwrapped
their simplicity,
portion
of the
particle
surface. A long simulation
Robert
Vácha
Cellular
uptake
of
Nanoparticles
29th February 2012
20
ing
lipid,
particle,
and
solvent"
is
1
022
208.
Typical
values
tem depends
upon !int. When !int is low !!int " 1.5kBT / rc#, i
kable ability to reproduce the structural, thermodynamic and mechanical properties of lipid
of
this
system
was
run
and
the
neck
was
observed
to
be
=
L
=
88r
and
L
=
44r
,
though
of
the
box
dimensions
are
L
x
y of the
c otherz type are
c
ndTuesday,
vesicles). The
explicit solvent
models
also based on a simplified
is unable to drive fission and the raft spreads across the parFebruary
21, 12

we will vary box dimensions to change membrane tension.

stable for 100 000 time steps.

Elastic model

of Structural Biology 168 (2009) 419–425

of a = 6 ± 1 nm was calculated from several slices using an autoMembrane bending constant ~ 20kT
Membrane
encapsulation
of particle
matic procedure
(see Section 2).
At first sight, the observation of highly curved necks seems
surprising
deserves a few comments. In a continuum
ΔErather
= EBending
- Eand
Binding
Bindin strength
Critical # of
description, the elastic
energy
associated
with
a
given
conformainteracting particles
EBending
kb A / R2 bilayer is shown in Eq. (1) (Leibler, 2004) [kT]
tion of a=tensionless

2

250

ð1Þ

5

100

8
with R1=and
R2 the local curvature radii. The integrals extend over
EBinding
ka A

60

1
E ¼ kb
2

Z

!
"2
Z
1
1
1
dS
þ
þ kg dS
R1 R2
R1 R2

the whole surface of the liposome. The elastic constants kb and kg
are the bending and Gaussian rigidity, respectively. Both have the
encapsulation
coverage
dimension of an energy. For DOPC bilayers, the Critical
bending rigidity
is
For
sphere:
typically
kb % 8 & 10'20 J at room temperature (Pan et al., 2008).
D=5.2
D=8.6
D=14.3
ΔEThe
= Gaussian
4π(2kb rigidity
- ka R2is) more difficult to measure since itBindin
is related
strength
(122
(312
(792
to the topology of the membrane: in fact, integrating the[kT]
second particles) particles) particles)
contribution over any closed surface yields to a constant value
Endocytosis
thermodynamic condition:
81%
32%
p
k
(Leibler,
2004)
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a the liposome. According to the above expression, one
shape
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would naively expect the highly curved region seen on Fig. 3A–C
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is therefore vanishingly small, scaling linearly with the membrane
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edgeRobert
radiusVácha
(Fourcade et al., 1994). Cellular uptake of Nanoparticles
Tuesday, February 21, 12

Residual binding strength
Table 1: Results of the simulation with membrane encapsulated nanoparticle after receptormediated
endocytosis,
where thebinding
ligand-receptor
interaction
was made
weaker (from initial -5.0
Dependence
of residual
strength
necessary
for release
kT in all cases except small sphere, where initial strength was -8.0 kT).
residual binding
strength / kT
-2.0
-1.5
-1.0
-0.5
-0.0

Robert Vácha
Tuesday, February 21, 12

spherocylinder
aspect ratio 2:1
encapsulated
encapsulated
encapsulated
released
released

spherocylinder
aspect ratio 1:1
encapsulated
exposed tip
released
released
released

sphere
diameter 9.6 nm
encapsulated
encapsulated
released
released
released

Cellular uptake of Nanoparticles

sphere
diameter 5.2 nm
encapsulated
encapsulated
released
released
released
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Elastic model
Release of spherocylinder:
ΔEBending = EBend (spherocylinder) - EBending (sphere) = πkb L/R
ΔEBinding = kresidual (4πR2+2πRL)
ΔErelease = kresidual (4πR2+2πRL) - πkb L/R < 0
kresidual < Lkb/ (4R3+2R2L)
L=0 (sphere) => kresidual < 0
L=∞
=> kresidual = kb/2R2
Thermodynamics: longer the spherocylinder get released with
higher residual binding energy
Kinetics probably slower
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Sphere
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Uptake sensitivity
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Diffusive ligands
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